Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In this paper we study a repeated posted-price auction \[[@CR17]\] between a single seller and a single buyer. In a repeated posted-price auction there is a single seller and a single buyer that interact for a finite number of periods or rounds. In each round, the seller offers the same item for sale to the buyer. The seller announces a price and the buyer can decide to buy the item at the announced price or the buyer can decide not to buy the item.

The main motivation for this work comes from the domain of online advertising. A large fraction of online advertisements (ads) are sold on online ad exchanges via auctions and this has led to a lot of research on revenue management in online advertising, see e.g. \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR5], [@CR6], [@CR19], [@CR21], [@CR23], [@CR25]\]. Most ads are sold via second-price auctions, where the winner pays the second highest bid or a reserve price (whichever is larger), and no sale occurs if all of the bids are lower than the reserve price. However, a significant fraction of auctions only involve a single bidder \[[@CR5], [@CR6], [@CR19]\] and this reduces to a posted-price auction when reserve prices announced: the seller sets a reserve price and the buyer decides whether to accept or reject it.

There are three main differences between this paper and previous work. First, unlike in previous work, we study repeated posted-price auctions from the perspective of the buyer that aims to maximize his expected utility, instead of from the perspective of the seller that aims to maximize his revenue. Second, previous papers assume that the buyer knows his valuation in each round. This valuation can either be a fixed value or an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) draw from a fixed distribution. In this paper, we do not make this assumption and study a version of the problem where the buyer does not know the distribution of his valuation and the buyer only observes a stochastic measurement of the valuation after he buys the item. Third, previous papers on dynamic pricing and auctions do not model imprecision and vagueness associated with the valuation of the item. In our setting, the buyer uses fuzzy sets to describe whether the valuation of the item is large or small. Furthermore, we use fuzzy sets to describe the dissatisfaction associated with the observed price. In our problem, the buyer makes decisions based on the probability of a fuzzy event \[[@CR28]\]. His decision to buy or not depends on whether the satisfaction from having a high enough valuation for the item out-weights the dissatisfaction of the quoted price.

The goal of the buyer is to design a policy that has low *regret*, defined as the gap between the utility of a clairvoyant who has full information about all of the stochastic distributions and the utility achieved by a buyer facing an unknown distribution.

Our proposed algorithm uses Thompson Sampling \[[@CR24]\] to balance the exploration-exploitation trade-off. Thompson Sampling is an idea that dates back to the work in \[[@CR24]\] and has recently been analyzed theoretically in the context of multi-armed bandit problems \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR15]\]. To the best of our knowledge this technique has not been applied to exploration-exploitation trade-offs involving fuzzy sets and fuzzy events.

We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study exploration-exploitation trade-offs involving fuzzy sets and fuzzy events in the context of a dynamic pricing problem.We show how Thompson Sampling can be used to design tractable algorithms that can be used to dynamically learn the probability of fuzzy events over time.Experimental results show that our proposed method performs very well as the regret grows very slowly.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we discuss the related literature. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} provides a formal formulation of the problem. In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} we present the our proposed algorithm. In Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} we perform experiments in order to assess the quality of our proposed algorithm. Section [6](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} concludes our work and provides some interesting directions for further research.

Related Literature {#Sec2}
==================

The problem considered in this paper is often referred to as a dynamic pricing problem in the operations research and management science community \[[@CR9]\], and as a posted-price auction problem in the computer science community \[[@CR17]\]. In the standard dynamic pricing problem there is a seller who wants to maximize revenue over some selling horizon by choosing prices in an optimal way. However, the precise relationship between price demand in unknown. This gives rise to the so-called exploration-exploitation trade-off. We refer the reader to \[[@CR9]\] and \[[@CR17]\] for a detailed overview of the dynamic pricing/posted-price auction problem. The main differences between this paper and existing works is as follows. First, most of the literature of dynamic pricing and learning focuses on perspective of the seller (see e.g. \[[@CR8], [@CR13], [@CR16], [@CR17], [@CR22]\]). Similarly, most of the literature on posted-price auctions focuses on perspective of the seller (see e.g. \[[@CR5], [@CR6], [@CR19]\]). However, in this paper, we focus on the buyer perspective. Second, most of the literature models the problem in a probabilistic way and does not consider combining fuzzy sets and online learning. While there are some papers that consider dynamic pricing and fuzzy logic such as \[[@CR12], [@CR26]\] and fuzzy demand \[[@CR14], [@CR20]\], these papers do not study exploration-exploitation trade-offs like we do in this paper.

From a methodological point of view, this paper is related to the literature on exploration-exploitation trade-offs, in particular, the literature related to multi-armed bandit problems \[[@CR7], [@CR10], [@CR18]\]. In the traditional multi-armed bandit problem \[[@CR10], [@CR18]\] there is a finite set of actions, called *arms*, and each arm yields a stochastic reward. Play proceeds for a number of rounds, and in each round, precisely one arm can be selected. The goal in a multi-armed bandit problem is to learn which sequence of arms to select in order to maximize the expected cumulative reward over a number of rounds. Two of the main design principles for solving multi-armed bandit problems are (i) optimism in the face of uncertainty \[[@CR7]\] and (ii) Thompson Sampling \[[@CR24]\] or *probability matching*. Thompson Sampling is an idea that dates back to the work in \[[@CR24]\]. Thompson Sampling has recently been analyzed theoretically in the context of multi-armed bandit problems \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR15]\]. Furthermore, this idea has been fruitfully applied in other online decision making problems, see e.g. \[[@CR11]\]. However, to the best of our knowledge this technique has not been applied to exploration-exploitation trade-offs involving fuzzy sets and fuzzy events.
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We make the following assumption on the membership functions.
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In our problem, the buyer makes decisions based on the probability of a fuzzy event. The definition for the probability of a fuzzy event is given by Definition [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} and is due to \[[@CR28]\].
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Proposed Algorithm {#Sec4}
==================

In this section we discuss our proposed algorithm. We refer to our algorithm as TS-PFE (Thompson Sampling for Probabilities of Fuzzy Events). Our algorithm uses Thompson Sampling \[[@CR24]\] to balance the exploration-exploitation trade-off. The pseudo-code for TS-PFE is given by Algorithm 1.
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Experiments {#Sec5}
===========

In this section we conduct experiments in order to test the performance of our proposed algorithm. In total we have three experimental settings, which we describe in more detail below.

General Settings and Performance Metrics {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------

In all our experiments the prior parameters are set to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to measure the performance of the methods, we consider two performance metrics. Our main performance metric is the cumulative regret which is defined as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The second performance metric is the fraction of rounds in which the "best action" was selected. Here "best action" means the action that the buyer would have taken if he had complete information about the distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We run 500 independent simulations and all performance metrics are averaged over these 500 simulations.

Experimental Setting I {#Sec7}
----------------------
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The results for the cumulative regret and the fraction of the rounds in which the best action is selected are displayed in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The results indicate that TS-PFE performs relatively well as the cumulative regret grows very slowly as the number of rounds increases. In Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} we can see that TS-PFE learns relatively quickly as it selects the "best action" in at least 90% of the first 500 rounds. Furthermore, this percentage only increases as the number of rounds increases indicating that TS-PFE makes less and less mistakes.
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The results for the cumulative regret and the fraction of the rounds in which the best action is selected are displayed in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The results are qualitatively similar as those reported in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Again we see that TS-PFE is able to learn relatively quickly to make the correct decisions.Fig. 5.Membership functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ k = 1, \dots , M_{p} $$\end{document}$. Fig. 6.Cumulative regret for experimental setting II averaged over 500 runs. Solid lines indicate the mean and shaded region indicates 5-th and 95-th percentiles. Fig. 7.Fraction of rounds in which the optimal action is selected for experimental setting II averaged over 500 runs. Solid lines indicate the mean and shaded region indicates 5-th and 95-th percentiles.
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The results for the cumulative regret and the fraction of the rounds in which the best action is selected are displayed in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The results are qualitatively similar as those reported in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The level of regret is in general higher in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} compared to Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, which indicates the the problem is harder. Also, the percentiles in Figs. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the problem is harder. However, the overall pattern of regret is similar to the other experimental settings. Again we see that TS-PFE is able to learn relatively quickly to make the correct decisions, even if the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ F^{V} $$\end{document}$ changes during the problem horizon.Fig. 8.Cumulative regret for experimental setting III averaged over 500 runs. Solid lines indicate the mean and shaded region indicates 5-th and 95-th percentiles. Fig. 9.Fraction of rounds in which the optimal action is selected for experimental setting III averaged over 500 runs. Solid lines indicate the mean and shaded region indicates 5-th and 95-th percentiles.

Conclusion {#Sec10}
==========

In this paper we study a repeated posted-price auction between a single seller and a single buyer that interact for a finite number of periods or rounds. In this paper we study the problem from the perspective of the buyer who only gets to observe a stochastic measurement of the valuation of the item after he buys the item. In our model, the buyer uses fuzzy sets to describe his satisfaction with the observed valuations and he uses fuzzy sets to describe his dissatisfaction with the observed price. In our problem, the buyer makes decisions based on the probability of a fuzzy event. His decision to buy or not depends on whether the satisfaction from having a high enough valuation for the item out-weights the dissatisfaction of the quoted price. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study exploration-exploitation trade-offs involving fuzzy sets and fuzzy events in the context of a dynamic pricing problem. We show how Thompson Sampling can be used to design tractable algorithms that can be used to dynamically learn the probability of fuzzy events over time.

One direction for future work is to investigate whether the ideas used in this paper can be used in other exploration-exploitation problems involving fuzzy sets and probabilities based on fuzzy events. For example, it would be interesting to investigate whether the ideas can be extended or adapted to a setting of group decision making with stochastic feedback and preferences described by fuzzy sets. One could for example try to learn to make decisions online such that the preferences of the members of the group are/ remain close to each other.
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